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Excerpt from

was twenty then. What the hell, I used to say, take your time, Bandini.
You got ten years to write a book, so take it easy, get out and learn
about life, walk the streets. That ’s your trouble: your ignorance of life.
Why, my God, man, do you realize you’ve never had any experience with
a woman? Oh yes I have, oh I’ve had plenty. Oh no you haven’t. You need a
woman, you need a bath, you need a good swift kick, you need money. They say
it ’s a dollar, they say it ’s two dollars in the swell places, but down on the
Plaza it’s a dollar; swell, only you haven’t got a dollar, and another thing,
you coward, even if you had a dollar you wouldn’t go, because you had a
chance to go once in Denver and you didn’t. No, you coward, you were afraid,
and you’re still afraid, and you’re glad you haven’t got a dollar.
Afraid of a woman! Ha, great writer this! How can he write about women,
when he’s never had a woman? Oh you lousy fake, you phony, no wonder you
can’t write! No wonder there wasn’t a woman in The LiTle Dog Laughed. No
wonder it wasn’t a love story, you fool, you dirty liTle schoolboy. To write a
love story, to learn about life. Money arrived in the mail. Not a check from
the mighty Hackmuth, not an acceptance from Th e A tl a n t i c M o n th l y
or Th e S at u r d ay E v e n i n g P o s t. Only ten dollars, only a fortune. My
mother sent it: some dime insurance policies, Arturo, I had them taken up
for their cash value, and this is your share. But it was ten dollars; one manuscript or another, at least something had been sold.

Put it in your pocket, Arturo. Wash your face, comb your hair, put some
stuf on to make you smell good while you stare into the mirror looking for
grey hairs; because you’re worried Arturo, you’re worried, and that brings
grey hair. But there was none, not a strand. Yeah, but what of that left eye?
It looked discolored. Careful, Arturo Bandini: don’t strain your eyesight,
remember what happened to Tarkington, remember what happened to James
Joyce. Not bad, standing in the middle of the room, talking to Hackmuth’s
picture, not bad, Hackmuth, you’ll get a story out of this. How do I look,
Hackmuth? Do you sometimes wonder, Herr Hackmuth, what I look like? Do
you sometimes say to yourself, I wonder if he’s handsome, that Bandini fellow, author of that brilliant LiTle Dog Laughed?

$ $ D d ¢ £ E l f ¥ c
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Once in Denver there was another
night like this, only I was not an
author in Denver, but I sood in a
room like this and made these plans,
and it was disasrous because all
the time in that place I thought about
the B l e s s e d V i r g i n and thou shalt
not commit adultery and the hardworking girl book her head sadly
and had to give it up, but that was a
long time ago and tonight it will be
changed.
qanged.
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Excerpt from

I climbed out the window and scaled
the incline to the top of Bunker Hill.
A night for my nose, a feast for my
nose, smelling the stars, smelling
the flowers, smelling the desert, and
the dust asleep, across the top of
Bunker Hill. The city spread out like
a Christmas tree, red and green and
blue. Hello, old houses, beautiful
hamburgers singing in cheap cafes,
B i n g C r o s b y singing too. She’ll
treat me gently. Not those girls of
my childhood, those girls of my boyhood, those girls of my university
days. They frightened me, they were
diYdent, they refused me; but not
my princess, because she will understand. She, too, has been scorned. ¶
Bandini, walking along, not tall but
solid, p r o u d o f h i s m u s c l e s ,
squeezing his fist to revel
i n th e h a r d d e l i g h t o f h i s
b i c e p s , absurdly fearless Bandini, fearing nothing but the unknown
in a world of mysterious wonder.
Are the dead restored? The books say no,
the night shouts yes. I am twenty, I have
reached the age of reason, I am about to
wander the streets below, seeking a woman.
Is my soul already smirched, should I turn
back, does an angel watch over me, do
the prayers of my mother allay my fears,
do the prayers of my mother annoy me?

Ten dollars: it will pay the rent for
two and a half weeks, it will buy
me three pairs of shoes, two pair
of pants, or one thousand postage
stamps to send material to the editors; indeed!

A s k t h e D u s t b y J o h n Fa n t e
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But you haven’t any material, your talent is dubious, your talent is pitiful,
you haven’t any talent, and stop lying to yourself day after day because you
know The LiTle Dog Laughed is no good, and it will always be no good.
So you walk along Bunker Hill, and you shake your fist at the sky, and I
know what you’re thinking, Bandini. The thoughts of your father before you,
lash across your back, hot fire in your skull, that you are not to blame:
this is your thought, that you were born poor, son of miseried peasants,
driven because you were poor, fled from your Colorado town because you
were poor, rambling the guTers of Los Angeles because you are poor, hoping
to write a book to get rich, because those who hated you back there in Colorado will not hate you if you write a book. You are a coward, Bandini, a traitor
to your soul, a feeble liar before your weeping Christ. This is why you write,
this is why it would be beTer if you died.

Yes, it ’s true: but I have seen houses in Bel-Air with cool lawns and
green swimming pools. I have wanted women whose very shoes are worth all I
have ever possessed. I have seen golf clubs on Sixth Street in the Spalding
window that make me hungry just to grip them. I have grieved for a necktie
like a holy man for indulgences. I have admired hats in Robinson’s the way
critics gasp at Michelangelo.
I took the steps down Angel’s Flight to Hill Street: a hundred and forty
steps, with tight fists, frightened of no man, but scared of the Third Street
Tunnel, scared to walk through it—claustrophobia. Scared of high places
too, and of blood, and of earthquakes;

otherwise, quite fearless, excepting death, except the fear I’ll scream
in a crowd, except the fear of appendicitis, except the fear of heart trouble,
even that, siTing in his room holding the clock and pressing his jugular
vein, counting out his heart-beats, listening to the weird purr and whirr of
his stomach. Otherwise, quite f e a r l e s s .

###
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Excerpt from

Here is an idea with money: these
steps, the city below, the stars
within throwing distance: boy
meets girl idea, good setup, big
money idea. Girl lives in that
grey apartment house, boy is
a wanderer. Boy—he’s me. Girl’s
hungry. Rich Pasadena girl hates
money. Deliberately left Pasadena millions ’cause of ennui, weariness with money. Beautiful girl,
gorgeous. Great story, pathological conflict. Girl with money
phobia: Freudian setup. Another
guy loves her, rich guy. I’m poor.
I meet rival. Beat him to death
with caustic wit and also lick
him with fists. Girl impressed,
falls for me. Offers me millions.
I marry her on condition she’ll
stay poor. Agrees. But ending
happy: girl tricks me with huge
trust fund day we get married.
I’m indignant but I forgive her
’cause I love her. Good idea, but
something missing: Collier’s story.
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Deares Mother, thanks for the ten
dollar bill. My agent announces the
sale of another sory, this time to
a great magazine in London, but it
seems they do not pay until publication, and so your lıTle sum will come
in handy for various odds and ends.
I went to the burlesque show. I had
the bes seat posjble, a dollar and
ten cents, right under a qorus of
forty frayed boToms: some day all
of these will be mine: I will own a
yaqt and we will go on South Sea
Cruises. On warm afternoons they
will dance for me on the sun dev.
But mine will be beautiful women,
selecions from the cream of soiety,
rivals for the joys of my sateroom.
Well, this is good for me, this is
experience, I am here for a reason, these moments run into pages,
the seamy jde of life\\\|.
e e E lN u U
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I climbed out the window and scaled
the incline to the top of Bunker Hill.
A night for my nose, a feast for my
nose, smelling the stars, smelling
the flowers, smelling the desert, and
the dust asleep, across the top of
Bunker Hill. The city spread out like
a Christmas tree, red and green and
blue. Hello, old houses, beautiful
hamburgers singing in cheap cafes,
B i n g C r o s b y singing too. She’ll
treat me gently. Not those girls of
my childhood, those girls of my boyhood, those girls of my university
days. They frightened me, they were
diYdent, they refused me; but not
my princess, because she will understand. She, too, has been scorned. ¶
Bandini, walking along, not tall but
solid, p r o u d o f h i s m u s c l e s ,
squeezing his fist to revel
i n th e h a r d d e l i g h t o f h i s
b i c e p s , absurdly fearless Bandini, fearing nothing but the unknown
in a world of mysterious wonder.
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Are the dead restored? The books say no,
the night shouts yes. I am twenty, I have
reached the age of reason, I am about to
wander the streets below, seeking a woman.
Is my soul already smirched, should I turn
back, does an angel watch over me, do
the prayers of my mother allay my fears,
do the prayers of my mother annoy me?
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Ten dollars: it will pay the rent for
two and a half weeks, it will buy
me three pairs of shoes, two pair
of pants, or one thousand postage
stamps to send material to the editors; indeed!
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Excerpt from

13

A girl appeared. She wore an old
green coat, her face molded in a
green scarf tied under the qin. On
the sairs sood Bandini.
“Hello, honey,”
she said, smiling, as though Bandini
were her husband, or her lover. Then
she came to the firs sep and looked
up at him.
“How about it, honey? Want
me to show you a good time?”
Bold lover, bold and brazen Bandini.
“Nah,” he said.
“No thanks. Not tonight.”
He hurried away, leaving her looking after him, peaking words he los
in flight. He walked half a blov. He
was pleased. At leas she had aked
him. At leas she had identified him
as a man. He whisled a tune from
beer pleasure. Man about town
has uni versal experience.

Ww

Almighty God, I am sorry I am
now an atheist, but have You read
Nietzsche? Ah, such a book! Almighty God, I will play fair in this.
I will make You a proposition. Make
a great writer out of me, and I will
return to the Church. And please,
dear God, one more favor: make
my mother happy. I don’t care about
the Old Man; he’s got his wine and
his health, but my mother worries
so. Amen. ¶ I yosed the weeping
door and sood on the seps, the fog
like a huge white animal everywhere,
the Plaza like our courthouse bav
home, snowbound in white jlence. But
all sounds traveled swift and sure
through the heaviness, and the sound
I heard was the
yiv of high heels.
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Excerpt from

Noted writer tells of night with
woman of the sreets. Arturo Bandini, famous writer, reveals experience with Los Angeles prositute.
Critics acyaim book fines wriTen.
Bandini (being interviewed prior to
departure for Sweden): “My advice
to all young writers is quite simple. I would caution them never
to evade a new experience. I would
urge them to live life in the
raw, to grapple with it bravely,
to attack it with naked fists.”
Reporter: “Mr. Bandini, how did you
come to write this book whiq won
you the Nobel Award?” Bandini:
“The book is based on a true experience which happened to me one
night in Los Angeles. Every word
of that book is true. I lived that
book, I e x p e r i e n c e d it.” Enough.
I saw it all. I turned and walked bav
toward the qurq. The fog was impenetrable. The girl was gone.

A s k t h e D u s t b y J o h n Fa n t e
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I walked on: perhaps I could catch up with her. At the corner I saw her again.
She stood talking to a tall Mexican. They walked, crossed the street and
entered the Plaza. I followed. My God, a Mexican! Women like that should
draw the color line. I hated him, the Spick, the Greaser. They walked under
the banana trees in the Plaza, their feet echoing in the fog. I heard the Mexican laugh. Then the girl laughed. They crossed the street and walked down
an alley that was the entrance to Chinatown. The oriental neon signs made
the fog pinkish. At a rooming house next door to a chop suey restaurant they
turned and climbed the stairs. Across the street upstairs a dance was in
progress. Along the liTle street on both sides yellow cabs were parked.
I leaned against the front fender of the cab in front of the rooming house
and waited. I lit a cigaret and waited. Until hell freezes over, I will wait.
Until God strikes me dead, I will wait. A half hour passed. There were sounds
on the steps. The door opened. The Mexican appeared. He stood in the fog, lit
a cigaret, and yawned. Then he smiled absently, shrugged, and walked away,
the fog swooping upon him. Go ahead and smile. You stinking Greaser—what
have you got to smile about ? You come from a bashed and a busted race, and
just because you went to the room with one of our white girls, you smile. Do
you think you would have had a chance, had I accepted on the church steps?

A moment later the steps sounded to the slick of her heels, and the girl
stepped into the fog. The same girl, the same green coat, the same scarf. She
saw me and smiled.
“Hello, honey. Wanna have a good time?” Easy now, Bandini.
“Oh,” I said. “Maybe. And maybe not. Whatcha got ?”
“Come up and see, honey.” Stop sniggering, Arturo. Be suave.
“I might come up,” I said. “And then, I might not.”
“Aw honey, come on.” The thin bones of her face, the odor of sour wine from
her mouth, the awful hypocrisy of her sweetness, the hunger for money in
her eyes. Bandini speaking:
“What ’s the price these days?” She took my arm, pulled me toward the door,
but gently.
“You come on up, honey. We’ll talk about it up there.”
“I’m really not very hot,” said Bandini. “I—I just came from a wild party.”

FB u U v
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Excerpt from
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Excerpt from

The halls smelling of cockroaches, a yellow light at the ceiling, you’re too
aesthetic for all this, the girl holding my arm, there’s something wrong with
you, Arturo Bandini, you’re a misanthrope, your whole life is doomed to celibacy, you should have been a priest, Father O’Leary talking that afternoon,
telling us the joys of denial, and my own mother’s money too, Oh Mary conceived without sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee—until we got to the
top of the stairs and walked down a dusty dark hall to a room at the end,
where she turned out the light and we were inside.
A room smaller than mine, carpetless, without pictures, a bed, a table, a
wash-stand. She took of her coat. There was a blue print dress underneath.
She was bare-legged. She took of the scarf. She was not a real blonde. Black
hair grew at the roots. Her nose was crooked slightly. Bandini on the bed,
put himself there with an air of casualness, like a man who knew how to sit
on a bed. Bandini:

“Nice place you got here.”
My God I got to get out of here, this is terrible.
The girl sat beside me, put her arms around me, pushed her breasts
against me, kissed me, flecked my teeth with a cold tongue. I jumped to my
feet. Oh think fast, my mind, dear mind of mine please get me out of this and
it will never happen again. From now on I will return to my Church. Beginning this day my life shall run like sweet water.
The girl lay back, her hands behind her neck, her legs over the bed. I shall
smell lilacs in Connecticut, no doubt, before I die, and see the clean white
small reticent churches of my youth, the pasture bars I broke to run away.

“Look,” I said. “I want to talk to you.”
She crossed her legs.

{? > ' = ; . /[
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Excerpt from

“I ’m a writer,” I said.
“I ’m gathering material for a
book.”
“I knew you were a writer,” she
said. “Or a business man, or something. You look piritual, honey.”
“I ’m a writer, see. I like you and
all that. You’re okay, I like you.
But I want to talk to you, firs.”
She sat up.“ Haven’t you any money, honey?”
Money—ho. And I pulled it out,
a small thiv roll of dollar bills.
Sure I got money, plenty of money, this is a drop in the buvet,
money is no objec, money means
nothing to me\\\|.
“What do you qarge?”
“It ’s two dollars, honey.”
Then give her three, peel it of
easily, like it was nothing at all,
smile and hand it to her because
money is no objec, there’s more
where this came from, at this moment Mamma sits by the window holding her rosary, waiting
for the Old Man to come home,
but there’s money, there’s always
money.
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She took the money and xipped it under the pillow. She was grateful and her
smile was diferent now. The writer wanted to talk. How were conditions
these days? How did she like this kind of life? Oh, come on honey, let ’s not
talk, let ’s get down to bujness. No, I want to talk to you, this is important,
new book, material. I do this often. How did you ever get into this ravet.
Oh honey, Chrissakes, you going to ak me that too? But money is no objec,
I tell you. But my time is valuable, honey. Then here’s a couple more buvs.
That makes five, my God, five buvs and I’m not out of here yet, how I hate
you, you filthy. But you’re yeaner than me because you’ve got no mind to
sell, jus that poor fleb.
She was overwhelmed, she would do anything. I could have it any way
I wanted it, and she tried to pull me to her, but no, let ’s wait awhile. I tell you
I want to talk to you, I tell you money is no objec, here’s three more, that
makes eight dollars, but it doesn’t maTer. You jus keep that eight buvs and
buy yourself something nice.
And then I snapped my fingers like a man remembering something, something important, an engagement.
“Say!” I said. “That reminds me. What time is it?”
Her qin was at my nev, sroking it. “Don’t you worry about the time, honey.
You can say all night.”
A man of importance, ah yes, now I remembered, my publisher, he was getting in tonight by plane. Out at Burbank, away out in Burbank. Have to grab
a cab and taxi out there, have to hurry.

Goodbye, goodbye, you keep that eight buvs, you buy yourself something nice, goodbye, goodbye, running down the sairs, running away, the
welcome fog in the doorway below, you keep that eight buvs, oh sweet fog
I see you and I’m coming, you yean air, you wonderful world, I’m coming to
you, goodbye, yelling up the sairs, I’ll see you again, you keep that eight
dollars and buy yourself something nice.
Eight dollars pouring out of my eyes, Oh Jesus kill me dead and bip
my body home, kill me dead and make me die like a pagan fool with no priest
to absolve me,

QJ
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Excerpt from

no extreme
uncion,
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dollars,
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dollars...
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Source of inspiration

“Constructing” curves

In 1996/97 our company was designing the displays for a historical
museum in a small town in southwest Germany using the newly introduced Mrs Eaves typefaces. The subjects reached back to prehistoric
and Celtic times, up through the Middle Ages, Napoleonic times, the
Industrial age, World War ii, and ended in the mid-1970s. As the material trickled in, we started work on the first topic,“Maria Theresia
and Kaiser Joseph ii of Austria,” using typefaces appropriately
reflecting those times. Other subjects included the burning of heretics in the Middle Ages and the local development of National Socialism, where we learned that this particular town also housed one of the
163 sub-camps of the Dachau concentration camp, and was a site where
parts for the v2-missiles were assembled. ¶ These subjects aroused
serious discussions at our oYce about further use of the chosen fonts.
For instance, could the typeface we picked be considered an inappropriate choice? Should we maintain its humanistic forms while dealing
with historical facts describing such inhuman acts? Should we change
the typeface from topic to topic, or would the change of fonts within
the collection be interpreted as a graphic gimmick? ¶ We finally
decided to apply the Mrs Eaves fonts throughout the entire collection,
as the extensive use of small caps for proper nouns and italics for
quotes created a sort of lexical style providing some distance between
form and content. ¶ These discussions about the meaning and intricacies of typeface design were on my mind when I came across the handwriting on a map of a baTle that had taken place at Ostrach in southwest Germany in 1799. Though 4,400 men died on that day of March
the 21Íˇ, this “meeting” between the Habsburg Coalition and France was
only a footnote in war campaigns that lasted from 1792 through 1805.

Nearly four years after discovering the source, I finally found the
time to complete the design of Dalliance, which took me from the summer of 2000 to February 2001. The process of detecting the concrete
leTerforms was quite evolutionary, starting with the construction
of a monoline to describe the basic form and using this to create the
desired minimum stroke weight, then adding the heavier parts.

handwriting
of First Lt.
Aldegonde,
Gen. quartermaster staff,
[1799]?, detail
What struck me, though, was how the elegant handwriting on the map,
common for its time, stood in stark contrast to the horrific content.
From a formal point of view, I was impressed by the imperfections of
the handwriting, which were intensified by a rough photocopy quality,
as we did not have access to the original map. It was this photocopy
that became the source of inspiration for the design of Dalliance. ¶
I preferred this poor quality reproduction over the more common
perfected handleTering art of those times, because it allowed more
freedom as an inspirational source—a beTer starting point for developing one’s own ideas than a well defined existing leTering sample.

The outline sketches (shown in blue) served as background layers
to approximate and reveal the final shapes. Sometimes the final
character shimmered somewhere between these multiple outline
structures. This digital method of inventing/refining the curves and
character proportions by the overlapping of digital sketches worked
well as a substitute for real paper sketches, which were never created
during the process of designing Dalliance.

Once the basic character shapes were determined, the leTers were
fine-tuned by applying diferent stylistic ideas, making some forms
more modern or unusual compared to the original source:
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U
final versions of
characters,
64 points
u

P
B
G
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comparison
Roman D
Script,
48 points

A working family

Fa m i l y s y n o p s i s

When the design of Dalliance Script was well underway, the question
was raised whether a roman companion could be created in order to
turn Dalliance into a fully functional typeface family. The aTempt to
combine a roman and script seemed adventurous at first, but the font
developed quite easily and harmoniously from the script model. To
make the roman a more legible typeface, some script forms could not
be transferred directly (such as m, n and most of the upper case letters), but many characters could be drawn quite closely to the italic
model, yielding a comprehensive look and distinct character.

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n
o p q r s t u v w x y z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m
n o p q r s t u v w x y z
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
á à â ã å ä æ ç é è ê ë í ì î ï
ñ ó ò ô õ ö ø œ ú ù û ü ÿ
Á À Â Ã Å Ä Æ Ç É È Ê Ë Í Ì Î Ï
Ñ Ó Ò Ô Õ Ö Ø Œ Ú Ù Û Ü Ÿ
( [ { $ ¢ £ ¥ ¤ $ ¢ £ ¥ ¤ § # @ ® ©
&™ªº§#@®©ªº&%‰t%‰}])
∞ ƒƒ μµ ∂∂ ∑∑ ∏
∏Ω
Ω π ◊ =∫
« ‹ “ ‘ ” ’ ‚ „ ¿ ¡ ! ? ¬ √√ ∞
≠ ≈ ÷- — · , ; < ≤ • ≥ > + ± ‡ † * ° ¶ / | | \
∂ ¬ ß π ÿ Ωi q v y c I f Y Z L
b j k x p s r B J K X R S
a á à â ã å ä e E g l m M
n N Q t T u U z d D & @
!P#%mnpcCflqrxi
abowW(ÅıCÎ´èHˆÒÂ˜Ø‰ÍˇV$Ç><)
⁄ ¤ ‹ › fi fl ‡ ° · ‚ / ¡ ™ £ ¢ ∞ § ¶ • ª º d ©
*|\[\]PRSFBUuvVogh
j+k=yYZzQX<>wwsW[[]]

aa ee f f
k k EE 2 2

Since the fonts were optimized for legibility at small sizes, a script
variant for display sizes became necessary. Larger sizes are often set
tighter, but due to the connecting links between script characters, this
cannot be achieved by tracking. To resolve this, the connectors in the
Script Display have been adjusted. Script Regular and Script Display
share the same proportions and can be mixed.

Script D
its Display,
36 points

ScriptText
ScrıptDisplay
To ofer a means for emphasizing text, such as distinguishing p r o p e r n a m e s, the small caps were designed from the roman capital
leTers. Numerals, brackets and some special characters were also
optimized for alignment with the small caps.

Roman
Small Caps,
36 points

Napoléon, 1794
([$65#%&@®©§¤})

iV

= roman
& script
regular*
= roman
small caps
= roman
& script
ligatures*
= roman
& script
fractions*

*These
characters
are provided in both
Roman D
ScripU

V

desk
special
slogan
size
Quorum
site
skating
shuffle

Special characters & features

Special characters & features

To enhance the vitality and individuality of both the Script and Roman,
many common and some uncommon ligatures are provided, as well as
alternate characters:

Additional math symbols can be found in the ⁄ractions fonts. Their
vertical position is adjusted for use with lining and tabular numerals. The doTed line can also be set for marking fill-in spaces:WWWw

dek peial
xogan jzE
Quorum JtE
KatinG BuZe
To further individualize the font, and for use on special occasions,
the Ligatures and ⁄ractions include decorative variants of characters and helpful symbols:

all symbols &
alternatives
are shipped
with Roman
a n d Script

#n@dD&
o]BV[\$ Íˇ ˜Î Q
For a broad spectrum of numeral applications, there are five sets of
numerals in Dalliance Script and six sets in Dalliance Roman:

preassembled
fractions are
provided with
the ⁄ractions
fonts:
AGHIJ
KLMNO

3 3 3 ‹ £
2 2 2 ¤ ™ 2
4fi/¡§ m¤

Lining

Old Style

Tabular

Tabular numerals = lining
monospaced numbers

Superior

Inferior Small Caps

Superior and Inferior numerals
for custom fractions or footnotes

3=YgZhjkyz4
xiX><WswwwwwwR
The additional ⁄lourishes font* ofers a complementary source for
enriching texts with ornaments, flowers, braces and lines. The leftand right-hand elements can be easily set in various combinations.
Most of these characters can be connected to any Dalliance Script
character starting or ending with a link:

AaGgTt
CeKkJj
^@%4526
WwXx
end\\|
Bmaesrop
{;,']=+:
Wwith000n
* Created with inspiration from the 1956 D o v e r release “Handbook of Early Advertising Art, Typographical Volume”. The floral
ornaments are based upon the specimens of Wa g n e r i s c h e
B u c h d r u c k e r e i , Ulm, Germany 1765–1777, reprinted in 1982.
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Dalliance™
packages:

Roman

Roman
Ligatures
Small Caps
Fractions

$65
Script
Script
Ligatures
Display
Fractions

$65
⁄lourishes
single font,
90 parts for
ornaments,
flowers,
lines & braces

$39
Family

all fonts
above

$139

each
single font

$39

